GET READY!
Place all of your materials on a flat surface.

GET SET!
Start by peeling off some of the sticky dots, making sure that the paper back is still on one side. Stick them onto the pink line across your piggy’s waist.

Now you’re ready to attach your piggy’s tutu! Peel off the paper backing from all of the dots. Take your time and line up the ribbon edge of the tutu with the dots on the pink line. Firmly press the tutu onto the dots so that it sticks. Now your piggy is a cute ballerina!

GO!
Decorate your ballerina piggy bank with glitter glue, gems and sparkling sequin flowers! Some of the gems work just like stickers. For the other sparkling accessories, just add a dot of glitter glue to the back before you put them on your piggy!

Let your piggy bank dry completely overnight before using.

Have fun saving up for a tutu of your own, or anything else you dream up!